. As such, the patterns in the URL will reduce amount of work in classifying and eliminate the human opinion factor from the process.
The mentioned classification can be also useful for improving of search engines. The core of an search engine is a ranking algorithm. The rank of each page is divided among outlinks and distributed to target pages through inlinks. The outlinks have not the same importance in the source page, but they receive the same portion of page's rank. Li Cun-He and Lv Ke-qiang (2007) in their paper prove that inequal pagerank distribution leads to an improvement in the search engine accuracy. They modified the Nutch search engine implementing four classes of hyperlinks each with different importance and concluded that the improved search engine returns more relevant results.
The patterns in URL can also be used in exploring of the Deep web, as they show us pattern how the resources are organized, they may reveal unlinked resources.
Another application of the patterns in URL is verification. In this case is first set-up a pattern which URLs have to follow and then the URLs are created. This is beneficial in area of distributed systems. Among the basic requirements on node in distributed systems is that any node can any time get offline or online without a previous notice and the system as a whole would not be affected by that. Since the pattern can be also easily applied on an IP address, the nodes of the distributed system can refer to each other by an URL or an IP address. Then when a potential node comes online and its reference does not verify against the pattern, the node is not considered as a part of the system. The patterns in the URL were in the previous work (Hujer R. 2011 (Hujer R. , 2012 described merely from an experimental or practical point of view. Such description may be viewed as flawed, because is missing mathematical expression of terms with which the research operates.
It also could be viewed as blurry in their scope, because the meaning of used terms arises from the context, but are never delineated straightforwardly. In order to deal with these flaws, this article will present so far missing formalization of terms.
In the following text will be explained significance of term pattern from mathematical point of view. The description will borrow tools from areas of regular expressions and formal language theory (Vaníček J. et al., 2007) . The definition will be built in an incremental manner from more elementary component to end up defining necessary restrictions for a pattern. As a side product of the iterative description will be also outlined terms "Class of URLs", mapping function γ and a function of iteration δ. Some space will be also dedicated to selective function φ.
The patterns will be illustrated with commented examples.
Iterative definition of a pattern

Necessary preconditions
For the purposes of this article as the alphabet is understood the ASCII character set. Although there is a standard of Internationalized domain name (RFC3490), expanding alphabet to Unicode does not bring any benefit for topic of this article. By u is denoted an URL, but since URL is kind of unrestricted, u may be in general any string containing characters from the ASCII set.
As a first condition it is assumed that there are classes U 1 , … , U n . Each class U i contains 0 … m of strings u i . The index of both u and U is natural number.
(1) Let U 1 , … , U n are classes; 0<i<n; i ∈ ℕ For each class is defined importance (weight) β i . As stressed out in the previous work (Hujer R. 2011) this weight is a crucial element in practical application of the patterns. The symbol of bar means restriction, it restrains U i from having any other importance β i .
(2) ∀U i : U i |β i
If u i is an element of a class U i , then u i also has the importance β i . This means each class contains only URLs of equal importance or rather each URL is given the same importance as the URLs from the same class.
Each string (URL) can be described as regular expression u i = S 1 . (S 2i-1 . P kij . S 2i )* . S n , where S i is a string and P kij is j-th iteration of i-th repetition of k-th kind pattern, symbol . stands for concatenation and symbol * stands for 0 … n repetitions. S i , in whichever position, can be empty string. When P kij is an empty string, URL does not contain any pattern. Each pattern instance can be described either by a regular expression or as an element of enumeration (set of words).
There is a mapping φ, which selects pattern instances from u i : φ(u i ) = {P 1j … P nj }. When the mapping φ for a pattern is known, pattern is discoverable. The situation when pattern is not found can be in certain sense regarded as a missing value in a dataset. In this article is such situation treated as a special value. Nevertheless another method of treating missing values can be employed. Such methods are described in (Kaiser, 2014) .
Then there is also a mapping γ which assigns string u i to particular class(es) U i based on result of mapping φ.
The mappings φ and γ are in general case unknown. They must be defined individually for each kind of pattern.
The pattern definition
There is a function δ, which increments the pattern P ij . If the function δ is known, then it can be said that the pattern P ij is incrementable. Function δ generally does not have to be deterministic. But so far I dealt only with the deterministic δ functions. There is no common function δ for all kinds of patterns. Function δ has to be defined specifically for each kind of pattern. When the function δ is known, pattern is incrementable.
(7) ∃ δ: P i,j±1 = δ(P ij )
In ideal case pattern P be can defined by the set of its functions φ, γ, δ. That means the P is discoverable, incrementable and assigns u i into a class U i .
Patterns are of different kinds. That means for a different kind of pattern is needed a different set of functions φ, γ, δ.
In addition there shall also appreciable probability that the pattern P ij can be found in URL u i . In other words pattern occurs in URL often enough. Symbol + stands for 1 … n repetitions.
(9) P(P ij +|u i )>>0 
The patterns indices and instances
Before leaping to pattern examples, it is needed to define various indices used when working with a pattern instance. Defining of indices also leads to defining of instances.
Index k:
Indicates the kind of a pattern. For better understanding a pattern kind shall be named. Then the names can be numbered. E.g. k = 1 is numeric pattern, k = 2 enumerative pattern, etc. The index k is then a natural number. Each kind of pattern has its own iterative function δ k .
Index i:
Indicates number of repetitions of a pattern of the same kind within one string u; i ∈ ℕ .
Index j: Indicates iteration of a pattern of the same kind and same position(repetition). It changes after application of iterative function δ k on pattern P i . Index j is a natural number.
The term Instance of a pattern is defined as a pattern where all the indexes have exactly one value. In other words P 123 is a different instance from instance P 133 or instance P 124 despite the fact that it is still a pattern of the same kind. Also it may be said that instance is of a kind of pattern. Patterns of different kind will not be referred as instances.
The main reason for needing the term instance is that one string u very often has several instances (repetitions) of one pattern. Also applying of iterative function δ k on pattern P j , results in another instance of the same pattern P j±1 .
The examples of a pattern
In the following examples will index k be omitted, because is pinpointed as a kind of the pattern stated in the name of the example.
Although index i is practically also constant, it will not be omitted, because the focus put on a kind of pattern with its iteration does not enforce the repetition to be constant.
The numeric pattern -easiest:
Pattern can be described by regular expression of repetition of a digit:
In this kind of pattern delta function is defined as (positive/negative) incrementation of a digit by a number a:
δ: P i,j±1 = δ(P ij ) = P ij ± a P ij : http://www.mybook.com/chapter3.html P i,j-1 : http://www.mybook.com/chapter2.html
The enumerative pattern:
Pattern can be described by a regular expression of selection from a set of words:
In this kind of pattern delta function is defined as a rule for every word from the set of words:
word 1 → word 2 word 2 → word 3 … P i,j+1 = δ(P ij ) = δ(word 1 ) = word 2
The notation δ -stands for a variant the same function with the opposite polarity. The notation δ -can be also approximately understood as an inverse function δ'. The previous example got along without such an inverse function because the inversion can be included in the constant a. But similarly we can rewrite the second iteration from the numeric pattern example as: Other examples of an enumerative pattern: day in a week, month in a year, language code. Function δ may defined as an arbitrary set, so the pattern doesn't have to be ordinal. For example months in the year are normally ordered by the time when they occur, but there might be a pattern which requires to cycle them in alphabetical order. Also some event may happen quarterly. In such case months are still sortable, but January is followed by April, not February.
Inferences from the numeric pattern example
When looked up on the example string used for demonstration of the numeric pattern, may be be argued that formula (4) might be crudely simplified.
We assume:
u 1 = http://www.mybook.com/chapter3.html S 1 = http://www.mybook.com/chapter P 13 = 3 S 2 = .html
Thus formula (4) might be rewritten as:
In order to explain this another example has to be taken into account:
u 2 = http://www.mybook.com/section5/chapter3/subchapter8/page5.html
In such case we get: The string u 2 gets rewritten as:
u 2 = S 1 . P 15 . S 2 . P 23 . S 3 . P 38 . S 4 . P 45 . S 5 u i = (S i . P ij )* . S n Such simplification is syntactically correct, however not semantically correct. That will be evident from a modified example: u 2 = http://www.mybook.com/chapter3examples/page5combinations.html
In such case we get:
Such string is clearly counterintuitive. It would have been much more intuitive to have:
That is exactly why formula:
is used in favor of:
Algorithm for computing of function φ for the numeric pattern
The selective function φ is non-trivial. Currently it is not known how to express it in the explicit form. This issue could be bypassed by creating an φ algorithm for each specific kind of pattern. This algorithm will find φ(u i ) for each u i .
The inputs of the algorithm is a set of URLs u 1 … u n .
There is a function Τ, which decomposes every url u i to a set of substrings su i and also an inverse function Τ', which composes the substrings back into a single URL.
∀u i : Let Τ be: Τ(u i ) = τ i = {su 1 , … , su n } ∀τ i : Let Τ' be: Τ'(τ i ) = su 1 . … . su n = u i
The substrings su i can be understood as vertices from V.
Vertices could be connected together in order as they were in original u i . 'Connected' doesn't mean concatenated but just related. Successor is enqueued after predecessor. Result will be simple path graph tree. Symbol V + stands for a set of all successors of a vertex v.
Then we try to find pattern in each substring and increment it. This will generate new substring su i,j+1 .
This substring su i,j+1 will be added into the tree as a child of node su i-1 .
Path π j includes new su i,j+1 substring instead of original su i,j .
Π({su 1 , … su i,j ,su i,j+1 … , su n })= π j ; su i,j+1 ∈ π j , su i,j ∉ π j
Whereas from syntax point of view is π j identical with τ i,j+1 , in semantic view π j means a path in a tree while τ i,j+1 is just a set of substrings.
π j ≈ τ i,j+1 = {su 1 , … su i,j+1 … , su n } Applying Τ' function on τ i,j+1 results in a new URL u j .
Τ'(τ i,j+1 )=u j
Fig. 2: Tree generated by the algorithm
Applying Τ' function on τ i,j+1 results in a new URL u j .
Τ'(τ i,j+1 )=u j
This figure illustrates the algorithm described above in the form of tree. Is not a coincidence that this picture is similar to figure one. The vertices are generated by the same iteration operation. Only the don't describe the iteration anymore, but way of recomposition of string u j alternative to seed u i .
As a side effect the figure underlines how fast the tree grows in wide. In other words in practical use the algorithm will have problem with too many options.
Conclusion
The main aim of this paper was to instill the term pattern using tools of formal language theory. The definition was built in an iterative manner. Along with the definition also motives for taking that approach were explained. The definition is also supported by concrete examples delineated with proposed tools. Alongside were also explained terms iteration, iterative function and pattern instance.
Although selective function was not dully defined, an supplementary algorithm was presented. This algorithm for a specific input of selective function provides an output, without explicitly knowing that function.
Benefit of formalization of the patterns in URL lies in the possibilities of future work with them. The term of pattern is no longer biased. The discovering and extending the known set of pattern will be much easier now. For discovering of new patterns can be used method of Bag of words. This method also reveals much broader consequences, when the pattern may understood in more webometric context, not just as regular expression. Especially enumerative kind of pattern can encompass many different possibilities such as type of media, multimedia content or text content.
In this flavor the pattern in URL will bring benefits into establishing of classification in webometric studies, which is considered problematic. The situation can be improved with a tagging based on patterns. Then the links or pages can be condensed into clusters. The clusters will imply classes. The tool of enumerative pattern may be argued as a too broad principle. Some existing classifications already used in previous webometric studies may fit well the enumerative pattern. However being broad or specific in this case depends on the particular use of the tool. Used correctly it will produce specific outcome. Another aspect is that an enumerative pattern shall be set based on a result of some automatic method (e.g. bag of words), not as an expert opinion.
The numeric pattern will be more useful in the verification applications. When the condition of input string u is relaxed from an URL and accepts IP address as well, IP addresses can be verified against a pattern. Such verification can be useful in the area of distributed systems. The pattern is defined in the beginning and the strings u are created afterward conforming to the pattern. Such usage of pattern can help prevent "false friends" in the system's network.
Among the future work on this topic might be an experiment with practical usage of tagging as clustering method leading to classification. The tags shall not be coming only from the patterns, but the links or resources shall be also tagged by other methods. The known patterns, which served as examples in this paper probably have several variations. The variations appear to be connected with the meaning of the pattern. This is especially true for the numeric pattern. The flavors of numeric and enumerative pattern shall be explored in future. It is supposed that other kinds of patterns exist. These other kinds of patterns shall be explored as well.
